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Launch of ID Platform FAP20 and ID Platform FAP30 multi-biometric tablets: 
COPPERNIC expands its range in the public security and identity sector. 

 
Aix-en-Provence, 2nd July 2020 – Coppernic, the specialists in solutions for identity registration and authentication on 
behalf of governments, has now launched two new biometric tablets, expanding its range of products dedicated to 
this market. One year after the launch of the ID Platform FAP50 during the ID4Africa event in June 2019, Coppernic 
is today unveiling the ID Platform FAP20 and ID Platform FAP30, highlighting its position as a major player in the sector. 
 
The two products provide optimum ease of use, guaranteeing a warm welcome from end users. The big 7-inch 
touch screen makes for an intuitive and user-friendly experience. The tablets are designed to meet the needs for 
authentication and checking in a range of areas, including KYC, elections, government programmes, mobile onsite 
access control, border controls, etc. 
 
The two ID Platforms FAP20 & FAP30 are an excellent addition to the existing range of products dedicated to biometric 
identification: the C-One2 e-ID, a reference in professional biometric PDAs, and the ID Platform FAP50, a truly 
revolutionary tablet with a 4-4-2 fingerprint scanner for biometric registration.  
 
These devices, equipped with powerful technological components, guarantee a unique performance based on the 
tried and tested Android 9 operating system, a 1.8 GHz OctaCore processor and a 12,000 mAh battery for intensive use 
in all conditions! 
 
The two ID Platforms developed by Coppernic provide access to all aspects of biometrics thanks to identification 
modules with a fingerprint scan and facial and iris recognition technology. One tablet, three possibilities for biometric 
recognition.  
 
The new devices feature Coppernic's cutting-edge skills and provide a powerful technological solution with a wide 
range of choices to meet users' needs. The ID Platform FAP20 is ideal for all your identity-verification needs in 1:N, 
while the ID Platform FAP30 is perfect for authentication purposes in 1:1, thanks to the accuracy of its biometric 
sensor. 
 
Find out more: www.coppernic.fr 
*** 
About COPPERNIC 
Founded in 2008 in Aix-en-Provence, and a member of Bpifrance Excellence since 2010 and "Pass French Tech" since 2016, Coppernic designs, 
produces and deploys professional mobile terminals for verification and traceability for the security of goods and people. As a true expert integrator, 
Coppernic offers its customers comprehensive technological solutions combining hardware, software, analysis and management of collected data. 
The wide product range, consisting of robust biometric PDAs and tablets, will meet all needs for the varied and essential tasks of setting up an 
effective, secure, inclusive and reliable digital identification system: complete registration of under-identifed and remote populations, biometric 
elections, KYC applications, etc. Coppernic supplies unique mobile terminals to numerous police forces all over the world for law enforcement, 
border control and immigration management. 
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